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FL-2023/TMA/015                                               February 10, 2023 

 

Members of the Association 

 

LIST OF LOCALLY MANUFACTURED GOODS 

(CGO-04-2022 DATED 16-11-2022) 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
With reference to the captioned subject we enclosed 

herewith an Engineering Development Board (EDB) 

letter which is self-explanatory for your perusal and 

necessary positive action at your end. 

 

We request you to please share your views/ 

comments / valuable suggestions on the current 

list of CGO latest by 25th February 2023 for 

onward submission to relevant authority. 
 

 

 

Thanks & Regards 

 
M. Muzzammil Hussain 
Secretary General 



No. EDB-CGO-04/2022-Tech.I
Government of Pakistan

|

Engineering Development Board
EDB Complex Building Constitution Avenue, F-5/1, Islamabad

Tel: 051-9205898, Web: www.engineeringpakistan.com
|

February 02, 2023

Subject: LIST OFHOCALLY MANUFACTURED GOODS (CGO-04-2022 DATED 16.11.2022)

This is with referenceto the list of locally manufactured goodsnotified vide CGO-04/2022 dated
16.11.2022 (available on EDB web-site: www.edb.gov.pk).

2, The above list was updated and notified after a period of more than 5-years replacing the
previous list i.e. CGO-02/2017. The revised list (CGO-04/2022) certain amendments / corrections and
new products also.

3. Further, while finalizing the list it was decided that the above CGO list would be updated/
amended bi-annually and in this context and based on the several representations received from the
importers of products covered in the above CGO list, EDB has started the process for necessary
amendments/ updation in the list to be completed by the end of March, 2023. The same will be
forwarded to the FBR after completing the necessary approval process. The list of the amendments in
the current CGOlist is also available on EDB web-site as “proposed amendments in CGO-04/2022”.

4, In view of above,all the stakeholders are advised to furnish their views/ comments on the current
list of CGO, latest by the end of February, 2023.

5, Furthermore, in order to avoid any consequences while availing concessions on the imported
goods under Fifth Schedule of Customs Act, 1969 or any other concessionary notification, the importers
are advised to seek confirmation/ clarification on local manufacturing status of the imported products at
the time of opening Letter of Credit (LC).

Best regards,

(Ener. KivadaBakhsh)
General Manager (Tarift/ SDG)
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